
G=T 
Einstein’s unfinished work.  
 
In Orien, there are smaller specs of universes that require light stimulation from our eyes. This 
requires [fY lights] (time to nitrogen) to work in [q] as a variety of systems (G=T).  It is before 
x^3, has any [neurons] to exchange within our bodies. These neurons require light stimulation in 
the same aspect as light squares do before distance. The quantity x - e or x-3 is inert influence 
to our feelings by hydrogen being pulled out and reflected in and vice versa. Basically, G = I is 
sodium by x -1. If x = g.  
 
But gravity cannot reach time before its breathing systems [a + x] of its axed equation. It must 
equal ⅓ of the human body in [aY] that estrogen by 3/3 molecular affect has to the z 
Absorbance to light speed. In area, the similar circumference is absorbed. This shows its force 
is hesitance; what [gY] undergoes as deposits are set into the equation. Free radicals.  
 
Time around the body. 98.81. Is the time to lightspeed through breathing that goes around and 
around (the nucleus) before breathing allows any nitrogen pulled, to be averted by our outward 
systems, [gN]; that pulls gravity into our system [N7].  To define it. [gnr (thé radius to its nucleus 
timed°)] 
 
The network. Equalizing x-t. Is all a system of axis. It’s not a system parallel until x streamlines 
our ions into its cages [p]. This is found in the nucleus to time resistance. Gravitational pulls 
must hit a plateau (based on an axis) for area to shoot [blood] straight into velocity. Where it 
vanishes. Showing its squared alignment simply by what doesn’t exist. Y-13. In the membrane. 
If p= 8 =pii. Then there’s clouds of dust.  
 
Requirements. Based on movement. Occurs through both channels (mammels x-h in x-t) of [q] 
at equal formation [bonds] of the frontal lobe. At 1°.  It is North’s time on 3° axis to Iodine that 
propels a reflective rotating speed schedule, basis 1 [cholesterol] that x -p forms (of the mouth). 
Existing to light. And waves. Within p in gamma.  
 
XYi. Nutrogen to light years. Our hormones hold the same balance to time as time does it::: 
—-> grow. The human body. By connectivity processes. In same does the mouth split for its 
equal equation (radiation). The neurons. Its body to math. Y-13 substantial x body p makeup.  
 
Lust clouds to dust. The existing proton- the provision. Must meet x to its double helix as time 
sun[• remains determinant. (Also found in remainders after division (er and к: еs) of the same 
rhythms). Variations undergo Bonds by 3/3 its time substantial degrees for 1 area per light to fit 
in —-> [fmי flowers] to the equation.  
 
The cortex. Once channels have become saturated into the cerebellum. By distance speeds 
[the nucleus]. All 4s. It shoots up. Where fungi is of its curved logarithmic pressure [ъ]. Which z 
through repression DENIES by ½ its refracture [rectangular curricular], its circular speed to 



rhythm- stead again- shoots angles through its blinding radiation existing T levels of—> 
estrogen. The radius. **see F cells.  
 
Its electrical weight to gases. Into Formula P, the frontal lobe 1° of all its layers. Up. Up. Up. All 
4s +4s again. Its infrastructure. In spectacles thé 3° angles are wall filtrations —> electrocarbon 
[—>hydrogen/carbon, Oxygen] —-> carbon to react in 16.09 mile range of frat, or Equal Weight 
kilometers to estrogen [yeast]. The right arm pulls fluid acids after - in sync with time - not 
coherency. [carbon-blackן°§] 
 
Gereme, its influence under [-r] of the back, is ½ gas + ½ Color mixture (compliance) [qd:]. Thé 
ice of the nucleus decreases at radiation pulls v .vp speed to right ventricle (love) of thé right 
wheel to time in IR-(H^3°)D. To what is Nuclear periods of physics in 28° cycle ф of I that 
releases carbonyl —-> thé exponential to weight cholesterol levels show in capacities. 
(equivalent to fractions in math).  
 
Levels hע -p. Hyperglycemie [photonism] perform reactants around [the nucleus] in same 
ventricle to rh glycemie (magnetic spectacles) such of the eyelids, before transcendence occurs 
(Root form ^U).  
 
Nr - E reminds nucleic C to breath. [Я(Ii)Rh].  
 
S + 1. IRD. Its equal standard that rhythmic levels per heart [penetrations] occur by absorbance. 
Z-S cannot define IR nor^ can D rely on Z[fr^] to time (9 out of 10 filtrations occur). Only from 
height east to west levels can orbital control take place. Its rhythmic speeds perform backwards 
from UV light to gamma in xvr to yZ cubic measurement T of the heart ventricle to filtration 
period (x). Throughout 2 out of 3x its weight of its other [channel 1 of Quality :H] can [channel 2 
of Atmosphere].A1 substantive minerals [p[ph].a1 base axis ap + x that [orbit 1] revolves 
simultaneously to Visible refraction to P at x-D. Into IRD absorbance light. FYI channels- 
subconscious. Attraction.  
 
Time minus fluoride. Hyfperchromatic thought processes settle in H of split Root 2 at ps: in [z]. 
This retains inertia enough light to divide lies for Truth. 1:before.  
 
Néon reflects in equal speeds [cause to effect in sunן] in @+-radius refracture s [infrafracture 
Weight я] [ZS||] at equal speeds; ½ = 3 (E). Of s. [the uterus] in malplacent Y. Birth in second 
plaçe. Due to acidity in Eyes. [the retinal 1.5], its mean.  
 
[Nr] Weight is in bone density [blackן] through Nr- [cage] before [s] cycle [ci^1’] in calcium to age 
([(-)n] cycle after) -Nr. Instinctive birth Root form ^U. (-xr°).  The body releases bone density due 
to cataclysma the negative effect of repressions advise. Shows in ½ true blue of Hu’s rotational 
Orbit. [Orbit 1]; decreased plateaus intuition to hr (heat by [penetration] in x to suv vertical 
stages at height [fatherן[•. Decreased R reverts back into system storage Hע by heat li has to 3°. 
Thé relationship to the mother.  



 
Time lost is dividend E of Respect to reversal form U. Heightened sense of complex- right hand. 
Intricate C. nY. Math conjoins minerals [q: root perplex to Surplex in hydronic pulls in cages—> 
topography]—-> to minerals [N5/N6] to units using subatomitry. Instance C —-> left ventricle 
[Ar]. **Unit I subcology; thé founded I speed cycle Systems of Movement. Laws of Oxygen.  
 

● N- er - G; defines mass by 3/3 = C to Nr consisten [magentaן]. Frontal lobe. To clean 
Ears. (G/EC). In judgement. 3x3 —-> placement 9 affect 9 [Pluto]x-g] mathematics; to 
release endorphins thé UI root system conjoins to matter. Its third distinct—> 
intro-respect to carbon in Reality. The [ID] exposés this in gereme; UR = IR —> D in 
Areola Truncation (thé vacuum) of energy level affiliates.  

● Right eye (carbon magnetic fields) to Left recession.  
 

[lithium]  
AA 

To be continued..  
 

 
 


